We consider the problem of "progressively" joining relations whose records are continuously retrieved from remote sources through an unstable network that may incur temporary failures. The objectives are to (i) start reporting the first output tuples as soon as possible (before the participating relations are completely received), and (ii) produce the remaining results at a fast rate. We develop a new algorithm RPJ (Rate-based Progressive Join) based on solid theoretical analysis. RPJ maximizes the output rate by optimizing its execution according to the characteristics of the join relations (e.g., data distribution, tuple arrival pattern, etc.). Extensive experiments prove that our technique delivers results significantly faster than the previous methods.
INTRODUCTION
Data streams have received considerable attention [8, 13, 14] in the past few years, due to their importance in numerous applications (e.g., sensor data analysis, network monitoring, etc.) that manipulate records transmitted from remote sources. Unlike traditional databases where all the tuples are available before a query is raised, query processing on streams is performed as records arrive through the underlying network. This property renders many "classical" algorithms inefficient or inapplicable [2] . Consider, for example, two finite stream relations R1, R2, and a join R1 R2 with an equality condition R1.A join = R2.A join on their common attribute A join . A "textbook" algorithm such as hash/sortmerge join is inadequate because its partitioning/sorting step requires one or both relations to be available in advance. Therefore, it cannot produce any result until R1 and/or R2 have been completely received. Several stream algorithms [12, 15, 17] have been proposed recently to process joins in Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. a "progressive" manner. The objectives are to (i) generate the first result as early as possible (soon after data transmission begins), and (ii) output the remaining results at a fast rate (as tuples continuously arrive).
The major difficulty in progressively joining stream relations lies in the fact that each arriving tuple must be handled very efficiently in order to cope with the large volume of incoming data. In particular, the amortized processing cost per record should be smaller than the time interval between two consecutive arrivals. Otherwise, the number of tuples that have been received but not yet processed will continuously grow, eventually exceeding the memory capacity. Another challenge is that the underlying network may incur unpredictable failures (e.g., congestion, packet loss, etc.), causing delays of tuple transmission. In this case, a good algorithm should be able to "hide" the delays by continuing to output join results (using the records that have been received earlier).
The existing algorithms consider that the memory is not large enough to accommodate all the tuples received from the input streams, such that part of the data must be migrated to the disk. As reviewed in the next section, these approaches adopt the architecture illustrated in Figure 1 . Tuples of R1 that have already arrived are stored in two separate structures R , which reside in memory and disk, respectively (similarly for R2) . The join execution switches among three stages. The mm-stage is active as long as data transmission is not suspended. Assume, without loss of generality, that a record t1 arrives at R1. The algorithm searches R mem 2 (i.e., the memory portion of R2), and reports all the results that involve t1 and tuples in R mem 2
. Then, t1 is inserted into R mem 1
. If the memory is not exceeded, the phase terminates; otherwise, a set of records are selected from R respectively. The mm-stage switches to the md-stage when (i) both relations are "blocked" (i.e., data transmission is currently suspended), or (ii) the entire R1 and R2 have been received. In this phase, the algorithm joins the tuples in R . The efficiency of a progressive join algorithm is determined by its "flushing" strategy, i.e., in case the memory is full, which data should be moved (flushed) to the disk in order to accommodate the subsequent traffic. The existing flushing methods, however, are not adequate because they are based on several heuristics that do not have solid theoretical foundation. In particular, they do not take into account the tuple arrival rates (i.e., the number of incoming records during a timestamp) of the input streams, which significantly affect the performance of general stream algorithms [16] .
In this paper, we develop RPJ (Rate-based Progressive Join), which continuously adapts its execution according to the data properties (e.g., their distribution, arrival pattern, etc.). RPJ utilizes a novel flushing algorithm which is optimal among all possible alternatives (based on the same statistics about data distributions, arrival patterns, etc.), and significantly enhances the efficiency of the mm-stage. Furthermore, RPJ maximizes the output rate by invoking the md-and dd-stages in a strategic order, i.e., the next stage selected for execution is the one expected to produce the highest output rate. Extensive experiments show that RPJ delivers results significantly faster than the previous methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the previous work that is directly related to ours. Section 3 formally defines the problem and presents an overview of the proposed solutions. Sections 4 and 5 explain the details of RPJ, focusing on its operations in memory and disk, respectively. Section 6 contains an extensive experimental evaluation to demonstrate the efficiency of RPJ, and Section 7 concludes the paper with directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
The existing join algorithms on streams can be classified into two categories. The first one [4, 7, 10, 13] considers that the participating relations R1 and R2 are "unbounded" (i.e., each contains an infinite number of tuples). The objective is to report all pairs of records (t1, t2) ∈ R1 × R2 (i) that qualify a join predicate, and (ii) their arrival times differ by less than W timestamps (i.e., the so-called "window-join"). Here, we focus on the second category, where the goal is to provide progressive results for joining two finite relations ("progressiveness" is not defined in window-joins). In the sequel, we review the two existing techniques for solving this problem: XJoin in Section 2.1 and HMJ in Section 2.2.
XJoin
XJoin [15] can be regarded as a variation of "symmetric hash join" [9] . Records in R (1 ≤ i ≤ 2) are organized in hash tables, using the same hash function H on the join attribute A join . Let H(t) be the partition assigned to tuple t and npart be the number of hash partitions produced by H (i.e., 1 ≤ H(t) ≤ npart). R
). In the mm-stage, given an arriving tuple t1 from R1 (the case that the tuple belongs to R2 is symmetric), XJoin joins it with R mem 2 [H(t1)], and then inserts it into R mem 1 [H(t1)]. If the memory is exceeded, XJoin flushes a memory partition using the flush largest policy. Specifically, it identifies the R mem i
[j] (among all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ npart) with the highest number of records, and appends all the data of R mem i
[j] to the end of R disk i
[j]. In the md-stage, the largest memory partition (e.g., R mem 1
[j]) joins with the corresponding disk partition (R disk 2
[j]) of the other relation. XJoin assumes that the transmission of R1 or R2 will resume before the md-stage terminates. Hence, the dd-stage is invoked only after the entire R1, R2 have been received. The stage simply joins R disk 1
[j] with R disk 2
[j] for each 1 ≤ j ≤ npart, using the traditional hash-join algorithm.
The md-and dd-stages may generate duplicate results. Consider a tuple t1 (t2) from R1 (R2) that arrives at time 0 (5), and pair (t1, t2) qualifies the join predicate (i.e., t1.A join = t2.A join ), indicating H(t1) = H(t2). Since t1 is in memory when t2 arrives, the result pair (t1, t2) is reported at time 5 (in the mm-stage). Assume that, at time 10, the memory becomes full, and t1 (along with other data in R 
[H(t2)]).
To avoid duplicate reporting, XJoin associates each tuple t with an interval [t.AT S, t.DT S], where t.AT S (t.DT S) denotes the time that t arrives at the system (is flushed to the disk). If t has not been flushed, t.DT S is set to ∞, indicating the current time. Clearly, [t.AT S, t.DT S] corresponds to the period when t stays in memory (e.g., in the previous example, t1.AT S = 0, t1.DT S = 10, t2.AT S = 5, t2.DT S = 20). Furthermore, for each R
XJoin remembers all the timestamps that this partition was used in the md-stage (to join with the corresponding disk partition of the other relation). Specifically, assume that R mem i
[j] is used totally cnt 
Hash Merge Join (HMJ)
HMJ [12] differs from XJoin in the following ways. First, it uses more complex policies to select the memory partitions for flushing. Second, it does not involve md-stages; instead, whenever data transmission is blocked, the algorithm invokes the dd-stage directly. Third, its dd-stage is performed using the Progressive Sort Merge Join (PSMJ) algorithm [5] . In the sequel, we explain these differences in detail.
HMJ adopts "concurrent flushing": whenever a partition from one relation (e.g., R mem 1
[j] for some 1 ≤ j ≤ npart) is flushed, the corresponding partition R mem 2
[j] from the other relation is also evicted. Before flushing a partition, all its records are sorted on the join attribute A join . Four flushing policies are empirically compared in HMJ. The first one, called flush all, simply evicts all the memory partitions, i.e., the memory becomes empty afterwards. The second one is the flush largest used in XJoin. The third policy is flush smallest which is the opposite of flush largest, i.e., the memory partition R mem i
[j] (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ npart) with the minimum number of records is expunged. The experiments of [12] indicate that the best policy is an adaptive one that aims at balancing the sizes of memory allocated to R [j] such that (i) their size difference is small, and (ii) the sum of their sizes is large. The motivation of adaptive is that the algorithm should maintain sufficient tuples in memory for both relations to increase the probability that an arriving tuple t can produce join results, no matter which relation t belongs to.
We illustrate the dd-stage of HMJ using Figure 2a , which shows two disk partitions R disk 1
[j] and R disk 2
[j] corresponding to the same hash value j (1 ≤ j ≤ npart). Each partition has 3 runs, where the k-th
[j] contain the data in R [j] were flushed concurrently, which implies that records 2, 10 appeared in memory at the same time. Hence, they must have been reported in the mm-stage. In general, HMJ avoids duplicate results as follows: given tuple t1 (t2) from the k1-(k2-) th run of
is not output even if it satisfies the join predicate.
Continuing the example, now the smallest A join is given by a single record 13, which is simply written to the merged run of R disk 2
[j]. After this, all the data in d6 have been processed, and PSMJ reads into memory the next page d7 of the second run in R disk 2
[j] (d7 is placed in the same memory page where d6 was stored). Then, the algorithm repeats the above steps until all the records in the first two runs of R Having finished the first two runs, PSMJ proceeds to merge the next two runs in R disk 1
[j]. In Figure 2a , only one run is left in each partition, and thus the first merging pass is completed. Then, PSMJ starts the second merging pass on the (merged) runs (in Figure 2b ) obtained from the previous pass. As before, two runs of each relation are merged at a time (hence, after another merging, the entire R disk 1
[j] are completely sorted). The second merging pass is performed in the same manner as the first one (including the mechanism for duplicate avoidance). Finally, we mention that the dd-stage of HMJ joins R disk 1
[j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ npart before switching back to the mm-stage.
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Assume that R1, R2 are two finite relations with a common discrete attribute A join , which are stored separately at two remote sites. We aim at answering join R1 R2 with condition R1.A join = R2.A join under the following settings: (i) data of R1 and R2 are transmitted to the local system in the form of continuous streams through a network, and (ii) the network may incur temporary suspensions in transmission. We do not assume any pre-processing on R1 or R2 so that tuples of each relation are received in random order. The proposed algorithm RPJ (Rate-based Progressive Join) is also based on the hashing methodology. For each relation Ri (i = 1 or 2), RPJ stores the tuples that have already SMJ, one memory page per relation is reserved as the output buffer for writing the merged run to disk. 
14. if data transmission has not resumed 15. go to line 1 End reactive-stage Algorithm clean-up 1. for j = 1 to npart 2.
flush R mem are organized into npart partitions, according to a hash function H that generates an integer in the range of [1, npart] . Following the terminology in Section 2, we denote the j-th
[j], and similarly, R . Intuitively, the memory should maintain only tuples that are likely to join with subsequent arrivals. The join probability, therefore, should be taken into account when designing flushing policies.
Second, in general, the md-stage is expected to produce faster results than the dd-stage because: (i) one of the two joining partitions is memory-resident, while the dd-stage must retrieve both partitions from the disk, and (ii) the md-stage performs mostly sequential (I/O) accesses, while the dd-stage requires a large number of random accesses. Hence, the md-stage should not be discarded (as opposed to the design of HMJ).
Third, under certain circumstances, joining two disk partitions may actually produce faster results than the md-stage. Consider, for example, that, for any j ∈ [0, npart], R mem 1
[j]
Symbol Description npart the number of hash partitions s the number of A join values in a partition
the number of tuples in R mem
the arrival probability at R 
[j], calculated as the ratio between the number of reported results and the execution time, may be considerably higher.
The design of RPJ incorporates the above observations through a two-phase architecture. A mm-stage joins an incoming tuple with the memory-resident data in the other relation. RPJ deploys a new flushing algorithm to maximize the expected number of join results using the current arrival pattern of R1, R2 and the data distribution on A join . The second phase of RPJ is a reactive stage that mixes the traditional md-and dd-stages. There are totally 2npart possible "md-tasks" (R
[j], for 1 ≤ j ≤ npart). Each iteration performs the task with the highest expected output rate defined as Er/Et, where Er equals the (expected) number of results that can be reported from the task, and Et the task execution time. It is important to note that the conventional md-and dd-stages in XJoin and HMJ are essentially restricted versions of the reactive stages of RPJ, where all the iterations perform mdand dd-tasks respectively. Therefore, RPJ can be regarded as an optimized combination of these algorithms based on a sophisticated probabilistic analysis.
After all the tuples have arrived, RPJ starts the "cleanup" process, which simply performs a full join over the received relations, returning the results that have not been output before. For this purpose, all the memory data are first flushed to their corresponding disk partitions, and then
[j] can be computed using the dd-task algorithm with, however, one difference. Specifically, in a "normal" dd-task (during data transmission), only a small amount of memory can be utilized for performing the join (most memory is occupied by R ), while in a "clean-up" dd-task, almost the entire memory is available (i.e., R mem 1 and R mem 2 are no longer retained). Figure 3 summarizes the high-level functionality of RPJ. Next, we explain the details of RPJ, starting with the mmstage in Section 4, and then clarifying the reactive stage in Section 5. Table 1 shows the most frequently used symbols.
THE MM-STAGE OF RPJ
In Section 4.1, we present an optimal flushing policy deployed by RPJ to maximize the output rate of the mm-stage.
Then, Section 4.2 clarifies the maintenance of the necessary statistics for applying this policy. Finally, Section 4.3 provides a detailed explanation on the superiority of our strategy over the existing ones.
Optimal Flush
When the total size of R (v) as the probability that the next incoming tuple belongs to Ri and has value v (on A join ). Assume that, starting from now, the system will receive n arr i (v) records in Ri with values v before the memory is exceeded again. Then, the number n rslt of join results reported in the mm-stage before the next flushing equals:
The above equation is due to the fact that a join result (t1, t2) can be produced in one of the following ways: (i) t1 is currently in R mem 1
(a remaining record after the previous flushing) while t2 is to be received later, contributing n (v); (iii) neither t1 nor t2 is in the memory, that is, both of them will be received before the next overflow occurs, contributing n
Let n f lush , a system parameter, be the number of tuples to be flushed to disk to solve a memory overflow. It is also the number of arrivals that will be received from now until the memory becomes full next time. Recall that there is probability p 
is decided by the data arrival pattern (i.e., independent of the records in R ), and cannot be controlled by the flushing algorithm. Therefore, to maximize n rslt , an optimal algorithm should decide the values of n mem 1
where M is the memory capacity (i.e., the sum of the sizes of R mem 1 and R mem 2 before flushing). To illustrate the idea of optimal flushing, let us consider a special case, where we want to keep only one tuple after flushing, namely, n f lush = M − 1. Assume, without loss of generality, that the best record to retain is from relation R1, and its value on Ajoin equals v . In other words, n Extending the idea to the general case (evicting any number n f lush of tuples), the best flushing strategy that maximizes η works as follows. We first identify the smallest arrival probability p does not contain enough such tuples (i.e., less than n f lush ), we apply the above process repeatedly. Specifically, n f lush is decreased by the number of records in R We illustrate the strategy using a concrete example. Assume that the domain of Ajoin includes only two values 1 and 2. The arrival probabilities for R1 are p if n mem
2
[j] ≥ n f lush 6.
sort the first n f lush tuples in R mem
[j] and append them to the end of R disk
n mem
[j] = n mem
[j] − n f lush ; n f lush = 0 8. else 9.
append everything in R mem
[j] to the end of R disk
[j] 10.
n f lush = n f lush − n mem 
The results derived earlier for Equation 2 also hold for Equation 4, except that here the operations are performed on partitions, instead of individual values. Figure 4 demonstrates the pseudo-code for the optimal flush in RPJ. The algorithm first obtains the smallest p arr i
[j] among all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ npart. Given such a p arr i
[j], it flushes records in the j-th partition of the opposite relation. If the number of records from the partition is smaller than n f lush (i.e., the target number of tuples to evict), the algorithm selects the next smallest p arr i
[j], and flushes another partition. We close this section by claiming the optimality of optimal flush. Lemma 1. Given the same statistics about the arrival probabilities and the number of records in each relation with partition values on column Ajoin, optimal flush achieves the largest n rslt among all the alternative flushing strategies.
Statistics Maintenance
Next, we explain how to dynamically maintain n mem i
[j] and p [j], we consider its equivalent form P (Ri)·P (j|Ri), where P (Ri) denotes the probability that the next arriving tuple t belongs to Ri, and P (j|Ri) gives the conditional probability that t falls in the j-th partition, knowing that t ∈ Ri. In the sequel, we first elaborate P (j|Ri) and then discuss the maintenance of P (Ri).
Since tuples of each relation arrive in random order, the data obtained earlier can be used to infer the distribution of the tuples to be retrieved subsequently. For this purpose, we store the number n total i
[j] of records that have ever been received in the j-th partition Ri
[j]). Then, P (j|Ri) corresponds to the percentage of n total i
[j] over the total number of Ri tuples currently in the system, or formally:
Tuples that have already been received for each relation Ri constitute a random sample set of Ri, whose size increases with time. Since a larger sample set reflects the overall data distribution more accurately, the precision of Equation 5
continuously improves with time. The probability P (Ri), on the other hand, is not related to the data that have arrived, but instead depends on the relative speeds of the networks delivering R1 and R2 respectively. Furthermore, unlike P (j|Ri) which tends to stabilize as time progresses (converging to the final percentage of Ri[j] in the entire Ri), P (Ri) may vary with time considerably. For example, assume that currently R1 tuples arrive faster than R2, implying P (R1) > P (R2) (i.e., the next record is more likely to be from R1). At some later time when the network of R1 incurs congestion, P (R1) may become smaller than P (R2).
We estimate P (R1) and P (R2) by maintaining a value n ) by only λ · αi(0) at time 2. In general, the contribution of αi(0) at time t equals λ t−1 · αi(0), which eventually becomes negligible (for large t). The constant λ controls the "rate" of decay -a low (high) λ quickly (slowly) reduces the effect of historical αi(t) to the current n , and α1(t), α2(t) for the latest time interval [t, t+1] (the historical αi(t) need not be retained), we collect sufficient information for estimating P (Ri): Out of the "recent" n 
If relation Ri has been completely received (indicated by a special "end-of-stream" symbol), p arr i
[j] is set to 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ npart.
Comparison of Flushing Policies
In this section, we analytically compare optimal flush with the alternative flushing policies (i.e., flush all, flush smallest, flush largest, adaptive, reviewed in Section 2) using Equation 4. Towards this, we discuss two "extreme" arrival patterns. The first one, referred to as harmony, is such that, if the arrival probability p [j] is low (high). Note that other arrival patterns are between harmony and reverse, in which case the relative performance of each method can be inferred accordingly. To facilitate discussion, we consider the networks for R1, R2 are equally fast (i.e., P (R1) = P (R2)), unless specifically stated.
Flush All. This is a radical policy that actually minimizes the efficiency of the mm-stage (observe that n rslt in Equation 4 obtains its minimum when n mem 1 = n mem 2 = 0). Hence, we do not discuss it further.
Flush Smallest. The strategy (very probably) performs well for harmony. To explain this, consider the first flushing after the join starts. Since P (R1) = P (R2), n Flush Largest. Since flush largest is the opposite of flush smallest, it is expected to perform well for reverse, but poorly for harmony, which can be verified in a way similar to the above analysis.
Adaptive. Recall that adaptive aims at balancing the numbers of records in R . It is indeed the best choice if (i) tuples of both relations arrive equally fast, and (ii) no further statistics are available about the arrival status in individual partitions. In this case, adaptive is equivalent to a special version of optimal flush, where each relation contains a single partition (i.e., npart = 1 and p
in equaiton 4). Thus, it is expected to perform reasonably well for both harmony and reverse.
The rationale of adaptive, however, is not correct if the arrival rates of R1 and R2 are different. For example, if data of R1 are faster, then (by Equation 4) more tuples from R2 should be maintained in memory to maximize the join probability (for incoming records), as is captured by optimal flush. Finally, adaptive does not take advantage of the additional statistics about individual partitions, which are utilized by optimal flush to maximize the output rate.
THE REACTIVE STAGE
The reactive stage is invoked when the transmission from both streams is being suspended. The execution of this stage is divided into multiple iterations. Specifically, each iteration selects the most "beneficial" task, from the possible 2npart md-tasks and npart dd-tasks, that is expected to offer the fastest output rate. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we first explain the details of the md-and dd-tasks, respectively. Then, Section 5.3 proposes an efficient way to accurately estimate the output rate of each possible task.
Performing an Md-task
Recall that an md-task performs a join between a chosen memory partition (how to make this choice is the topic of Section 5.3) with the corresponding disk partition of the other relation. Without loss of generality, in the sequel, we assume that the selected partition is the first one in R mem 1 , i.e., R mem 1 [1] , which is to be joined with R disk 2
[1] in the mdtask.
To perform the task, we first sort all the data in R To avoid a duplicate result (t1, t2) that has been produced before in the mm-stage, we associate each tuple t with an interval [t.AT S, t.DT S] where, as in XJoin, t.AT S is the time that t is received, and t.DT S the time it is flushed (if t is still in memory, t.DT S equals ∞ ). Hence, [t.AT S, t.DT S] denotes the period during which t stays in memory. Then, (t1, t2) is reported in the mm-stage if and only if the intervals of the two tuples, [t1.AT S, t1.DT S] and [t2.AT S, t2.DT S], intersect. Hence, a pair (t1, t2) encountered in the md-stage is ignored if the two intervals overlap.
Next we elaborate how to avoid a duplicate (t1, t2) already generated in a previous md-task between R mem 1 [1] and R disk 2 [1] . Note that this is possible only if t1 and t2 already appeared in R mem 1 [1] and R disk 2 [1] respectively, when the md-task was performed. Denote T as the execution time of this md-task. It follows that, (i) T is larger than t1.AT S, the arriving timestamp of t1 (note that t1.DT S = ∞ because t1 is still in memory), and (ii) T is larger than t2.DT S since t2 started being in R disk 2
[1] only after t2.DT S. Motivated by this, we adopt a mechanism similar to, but simpler than, that of XJoin. In particular, RPJ records all the timestamps in the history when R mem 1 [1] was deployed in an md-task to join with R disk 2 [1] . Specifically, assume that R (subscript 1 indicates the memory partition in the md-task comes from relation R1). For each (t1, t2) encountered, we check whether this result was produced in the last md-task between R are not used in the above procedures, they are needed in dd-tasks (as will be clarified shortly), and hence, must be stored. Figure 5 formally presents the pseudo-code of an md-task.
Performing a Dd-task
In this section, we elaborate the details of a dd-task, using as an example the join between the first disk partition
(the discussion about joining other partitions is similar). As with HMJ, a dd-task applies the PSMJ algorithm (reviewed in Section 2.2), but eliminates duplicate results in a different way. The elimination approach of HMJ is not applicable to RPJ, because it is limited to the HMJ's concurrent flushing policy.
Since the execution of PSMJ in a dd-task is the same as that in HMJ, in the sequel we focus on duplicate elimination. Assume that PSMJ encounters a pair of records (t1, t2) where t1 (t2) is from R disk 1 (R disk 2 ), and the two tuples satisfy the join condition. There are three possible cases for (t1, t2) to have been identified before. Next we discuss each of them in turn, together with the corresponding mechanism for avoiding duplicate reporting.
The first possibility is that (t1, t2) was reported in the mm-stage. As explained in the previous section, this happens if and only if t1 appeared in R mem 1
[1] at some timestamp when t1 was also present in R The second scenario is that, (t1, t2) was already reported in a previous md-task, which can be a task joining R [1] . Then, at the time T of this md-execution, t1 was still in memory, but t2 was already flushed to the disk, or equivalently, T falls in the interval [t1.AT S, t1.DT S], but is larger than t2.DT S. Assume that in history there have been c md-tasks involving R To explain how duplicates of this type are avoided, we need to clarify the concept of matching runs of PSMJ. Figure 6a shows the situation before the first dd-task between R disk 1 [1] and R disk 2 [1] , which contain 4 and 3 runs, respectively. Note that, unlike HMJ, the number of runs in the two disk partitions may be different.
Assume that in each merging operation PSMJ combines (at most) 2 runs of each partition into a merged run. Figure 6b shows the situation after the first merging pass, which involves two merging operations. The first operation combines r 2 ). Figure 6d shows the situation before the second ddtask involving these two disk partitions, where some new runs have been flushed to each partition.
We say two runs in partitions R disk 1
[j], R disk 2
[j] match each other if they are produced from the same merging operation. For example, recall that the first merging pass in Figure 6b involves two operations, and accordingly, run r To eliminate duplicates produced in previous dd-tasks ( 
[j]), we do not report (t1, t2) if the two tuples are obtained from matching runs. For example, if t1 (t2) comes from r Figure 7 explains the pseudo-code for performing a dd-task.
Task Output Rate Estimation
As mentioned earlier, the output rate of an (md-or dd-) task is Er/Et, where Er is the number of new results to be produced, and Et the task execution time. The reactive stage of RPJ depends on accurate estimation of the output rate of individual tasks, so that each iteration can select the one that promises to produce the fastest results. Predicting the output rate involves the estimation of both Er and Et. We start with the analysis of Et since it is relatively simple.
Algorithm dd-task /* assume that the dd-task is between the first partitions R disk [1] are stored in sequential pages (as in Figure 6 , a run contains data flushed together or produced from the same merging operation in PSMJ). Hence, if R disk 2
[1] has x runs and occupies y pages, scanning it requires x random and y − x sequential accesses. Let cran (cseq) represent the cost of one random (sequential) access; then Et = x · cran + (y − x) · cseq.
Deriving Et for a dd-task, e.g., R disk 1
, is reduced to the cost analysis of PSMJ [6] , which gives the following formula: Et = 2cran · (y1 + y2) · ps, where y1 (y2) is the number of disk pages in R disk 1
, ps the number of merging passes given by max( log f y1 , log f y2 ), and f the number of runs in a partition that can be combined in each merging.
Main Idea of Estimating
Er. An obvious attempt to predict Er would be to use join selectivity estimation techniques. For example, the Er of a dd-task R disk 1
[1] could be computed using the cardinalities n disk 1
[1] respectively, and the number s of values covered by each partition [1] . Unfortunately, this method does not give the accurate Er since it cannot distinguish the results that have been reported earlier.
Motivated by this, instead of computing Er, our system incrementally maintains it as tuples are received and flushed to the disk. Specifically, for each memory partition, e.g., R mem 1
[1], we keep a value Er mem which equals the expected number of new results if an md-task is performed now using R mem 1
[1] to join with the first disk partition of R2. Similarly, for each disk partition, e.g., R [1] is performed immediately (the computation of Er mem for other md-tasks is similar). Obviously, once such an md-task is performed, Er mem should be reset to 0 -if the same md-task is performed right after the previous one (without receiving any incoming tuple), no new result is expected. In general, since Er mem depends on the tuples of R In the sequel, we discuss the updates to Er mem for each scenario. For case 1, let t be the incoming tuple. Evidently, compared to the situation before receiving t, joining R [1] has been performed since t arrived. In fact, as indicated in the following lemma, if such an md-task exists, the value of Er mem before expunging t already excludes the results produced by t, and hence, no change to Er mem is necessary after flushing t.
Lemma 2. Assume that t is a tuple being flushed to R disk 1 [1] . If an md-task between R mem 1 [1] and R disk 2 [1] has been executed since the arrival of t, all the results involving t and the data in R disk 2
[1] must have been reported before.
Proof. Let S bf r (S af t ) be the set of tuples in R disk 2
[j] that were flushed before (after) t arrived. Apparently, the union of S bf r and S af t constitutes the entire R disk 2
[j]. All results produced by t and the data of S bf r have been reported in the md-task between R mem 1
[j] after the arrival of t1. Furthermore, every tuple in S af t stayed simultaneously with t in memory for some time. Hence, all the results generated by t and the records in S af t must have been reported in the mm-stage, thus completing the proof.
Checking if an md-task has been executed since the arrival of t is easy -recall that the timestamps of each mdexecution involving R that is larger than the arrival time t.AT S of t.
Finally for case 3, no modification for Er mem is needed in any case. Let t be the tuple that is being flushed to R disk 2 [1] . Obviously, t and the tuples in R mem 1 [1] existed in the memory at the same time (right before the eviction of t), and hence, the join results produced by them must have been reported before in the mm-stage. Therefore, the current Er mem already excludes these results (remember that Er mem only counts the results that have not been reported before). [1] has been performed since the arrival of t. In fact, by Lemma 2, the results involving t and the data in R disk 2
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[1] must have already been produced before, and hence, were not counted in Er disk before t was expunged.
It remains to clarify the scenario where no such md-task was performed since t arrived. For this purpose, we divide the tuples in R disk 2
[1] into two parts: the set S bf r of tuples that were flushed (to R disk 2 [1] ) before the arrival of t, and the set S af t of records flushed after. After incorporating
[1] will produce additional join results, corresponding to those produced by t and records in S bf r . The results generated by t and the data in S af t must have been produced in the mm-stage before (see the proof of Lemma 2), and hence, have been excluded from Er disk . Tuple t is expected to have the same Ajoin values with around |S bf r |/s records in S bf r , where s is the number of distinct values in the domain of Ajoin hashed into a single partition (as mentioned before, s = |Ajoin|/npart). Therefore, Er disk should be increased by |S bf r |/s.
Obtaining |S bf r | is straightforward. Assume that the content of R mem 2 [1] has been flushed to R disk 2 [1] totally c times in history. We maintain two arrays T f lush and n f lush both with size c, such that T f lush [j] (1 ≤ j ≤ c) equals the time of the j-th flushing, and n f lush [j] is the number of records written to the disk in this flushing. As a result, the size |S bf r | of S bf r equals the sum of the numbers migrated to disk during all flushings that happened before time t.AT S, i.e., the arrival time of t.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we empirically demonstrate the efficiency of RPJ by comparing it against XJoin and HMJ. All the experiments are performed using a 2.4Ghz CPU. The memory/disk page size is fixed to 1024 bytes. Each record has a length of 10 bytes. The available memory contains 1000 pages (i.e., it is large enough to accommodate roughly 100k records). The datasets are generated as follows. The domain of the join attribute A join consists of integers in the range [1, 10000] . All algorithms adopt a hash function (H(t) = t.A join modulo 20) that produces npart = 20 partitions (each covering 500 A join values). The first record is received at time 0, and two successive tuples are separated by an interval with length l arr intv , which may vary with time. Each record t belongs to R1 (R2) with probability P (R1) (P (R2)), which is fixed during the entire execution. After deciding the relation (e.g., R1) of t, the partition to which t belongs is selected according to probabilities P (j|R1) (1 ≤ j ≤ npart) (i.e., R mem 1
[j] is selected with probability P (j|R1)). Finally, t.A join is set to a random value covered by the chosen partition. The total number of tuples is fixed to 2 million, i.e., the expected cardinality of R1 (R2) equals 2 · P (R1) (2 · P (R2)) million. We examine alternative algorithms with respect to the following stream characteristics.
• Network reliability. A reliable network never incurs suspensions of data transmission. For achieving this, we set l arr intv to a fixed value 10 −3 (seconds). To simulate an unreliable network, we generate l arr intv in the range [10 −3 , 0.03] (seconds) according to the Zipfian distribution (skewed towards 10 −3 ), i.e., the longest transmission delay is 0.03 seconds. The algorithm handles a suspension after waiting for 0.025 seconds.
• Arrival distribution. We create arrival patterns harmony and reverse (discussed in Section 4.3) by first fixing P (j|R1) (1 ≤ j ≤ 20) for R1 and then adjusting P (j|R2) accordingly. In particular, P (j|R1) equals 1% + (8/19)% × (j − 1) (i.e., P (20|R1) = 9% is the largest and P (1|R1) = 1% is the smallest). For harmony, P (j|R2) = P (j|R1) for all (1 ≤ j ≤ npart), while for reverse, P (j|R2) = P (20 − j|R1).
• Relative speed. To create transmissions of R1 and R2 with different speeds, we vary the ratio between P (R1) and P (R2) (keeping P (R1) + P (R2) = 1). Following the settings in [12] , we show the results with ratios 1 (i.e., the two streams are equally fast), and 5 (i.e., R1 is 5 times faster).
We measure the quality of a method in terms of: (i) the "progressiveness", i.e., how fast the algorithm can deliver join results, and (ii) efficiency, i.e., what is the "amortized processing cost" for each result produced. In particular, the cost shown in the sequel involves both CPU and I/O time. We implement the following optimization (proposed in [12] ) to reduce the CPU overhead. Each memory partition R mem i
[j] (1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ npart) is organized using another hash-table with 5 (sub-)partitions. Given an incoming tuple t ∈ R1, for instance, approximately 1/5 of R that can join with t. In the sequel, we present the results in two parts: Section 6.1 focuses on reliable networks, and Section 6.2 on unreliable transmission.
Reliable Networks
The first experiment uses the harmony dataset where both streams are equally fast (the last record arrives at the 2000-th timestamp). Figure 8a plots the number of reported tuples as a function of the elapsed time for RPJ, HMJ, and XJoin. RPJ produces the largest number of results during data transmission. All algorithms demonstrate similar performance in the "clean-up" stage (after timestamp 2000). This is expected because, the clean-up stage is in fact a join between two relations that have been completely received, for which the join algorithms deployed by the three methods have comparable performance. Figure 8b illustrates the progressiveness of alternative methods for reverse till the end of data transmission. Since the performance of alternative methods in the clean-up state is similar to that shown in Figure 8a , the results for this stage are omitted to enhance the clarity of the diagram. It is worth mentioning that, since data delivery is never blocked, the mm-stage is the only stage in the entire execution of each approach (i.e., md-and dd-stages never occur). Hence, the efficiency of RPJ essentially demonstrates the superiority of optimal flush.
Figures 8c and 8d present the results of similar experiments for the case where R1 is transmitted 5 times faster than R2. Note that the numbers of join results differ from those in Figures 8a and 8b due to the difference in the cardinalities of the participating relations. RPJ again outperforms its competitors in all cases. Figure 9 shows the amortized cost (per result) as time evolves for the previous experiments. RPJ has the lowest overhead at all times because its result size is always larger than those of the competitors. The cost surge of each method at the initial join phase is caused by the flushing operation for handling the first memory overflow. Specifically, the processing cost involves only CPU time prior to the overflow, while the flushing performs considerable disk accesses, thus significantly increasing the average processing time. As time progresses, the increase in the result size compensates the flushing overhead, thus gradually stabilizing the amortized cost.
Unreliable Networks
Having evaluated RPJ in the absence of transmission suspensions, we proceed to examine its performance for unreliable networks. Figure 10 shows the progressiveness during the entire join, for different arrival distributions and relative speeds of R1 and R2. The performance gain of RPJ over XJoin and HMJ is more significant than the reliable case, confirming that RPJ is superior not only in its flushing policy, but also in its reactive processing (at transmission delays). In particular, notice that before the clean-up stage (starting at around the 14000-th timestamp), RPJ has reported most of the results, while the other methods can produce only about 20% of the final output. To further study the reactive characteristics of RPJ, we implement two interesting variations: RPJ-md (RPJ-dd), whose re-active stage chooses only md-(dd-) tasks. Particularly RPJ-md (RPJ-dd) can be regarded as an optimized version of XJoin (HMJ), since XJoin (HMJ) performs only md-(dd-) stages during the suspensions of data transmission. Figure 11 compares the progressiveness of RPJ, RPJ-md, and RPJ-dd using the same data as in Figure 10 (omitting the clean-up stage). Observe that RPJ-dd has a faster output rate than RPJ-md, which confirms the phenomenon in Figure 10 that HMJ has better progressiveness than XJoin. As expected, RPJ yields the largest output size by effectively mixing md-and dd-tasks.
Finally, Figure 12 plots the amortized costs of RPJ variations as a function of time. The overhead of RPJ-dd surges to a high value soon after the join starts. This is because, as shown in Figure 11 , at the early stage of the join all algorithms output approximately the same number of results while RPJ-dd performs considerable random accesses (md-tasks involve mostly sequential accesses). As time progresses, however, the cost of RPJ-dd decreases, and eventually becomes lower than that of RPJ-md. These observations indicate that at the beginning of the join it is advantageous to invoke md-tasks (at transmission suspensions), while as more data are flushed, dd-tasks become more beneficial. RPJ combines the advantages of RPJ-dd and RPJmd, and indeed has the smallest amortized cost.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes RPJ, a novel algorithm for progressively joining stream relations. Unlike the previous heuristic approaches, RPJ is based on a probabilistic study of the problem characteristics that maximizes the output rate. We empirically verify that RPJ delivers results significantly faster than its competitors and incurs lower processing overhead. This work also initiates several directions for future work. For example, the existing algorithms focus on joins with equality conditions, while it would be interesting to investigate their extensions to range predicates (e.g., R1 |R 1 .A join −R 2 .A join |< R2, where is a constant). Another challenging problem is the progressive join processing between multi-dimensional relations [11] . For instance, let R1 (R2) be a 2D dataset containing the location of hotels (restaurants). A "spatial distance join" would return all pairs of hotels t1 and restaurants t2 such that t1 and t2 are within 1 kilometers. Further, in practice, the volume of arriving tuples may exceed the computation capacity of the system, such that some data must be discarded. In this case, a load shedding technique should minimize the number of join outputs missed [3] .
